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Isolated Singularities and Positive Solutions
of Elliptic Equations in R
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1. Introduction. We consider positive solutions to a second-order
locally uniformly elliptic equati,on
( 1 ) Pu----[--,=lO(aj3)+=l b3+c]u--O
in a domain D of R, where n_2, 3---/Ox, and a, b, c are real-valued
functions in L,,oo(D), Lp,oo(D), L,oo(D), respectively, for some p>n/2. A
positive solution means a positive continuous function belonging locally to
the Sobolev space of order I (i.e., in Hoo(D)) and satisfying (1) in the weak
sense (cf. [8]). We say that (P, D) is subcritical if for some y in D there
exists a positive Green’s function G(., y) for P in D" G e L,o(D), G>O, and
PG(x, y)-- 8(x- y) in the weak sense, where is Dirac’s distribution (cf.
[8]). Note that the subcriticality of (P, D) implies the existence of a positive
solution to (1) in D (cf. [1], [2], and [3]).

The purpose of this note is to establish a relationship between positive
solutions to an elliptic equation in a punctured ball and those to a corre-
sponding equation in R. For isolated singularities of positive solutions,
see [4, 5, 6, 7, 9] as for positive solutions in R, see [1, 2, 3].

Let t2--{xeR’;:O<lxlR} for some R0, and let P be an elliptic
operator of the form as in (1) with D={O<IxI<R+I}. Choose a positive
continuous function g on {0<lxl<=R satisfying the equation --, 3(a3g)
+bflg=O in tg. Define a generalized Kelvin transformation K by
( 2 ) Ku(y)--u(y*)/g(y*), y*--ylyl-.

Then the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 of [7] shows
that if u is a solution of Pu=O in 9, then Ku is a solution of the equation
P’v--O in E=(y eRn; lYI>I/R}, where

c’(y) h(y) y l-4c(y*) h(y) [g(y*)[y 12
b(y)--- ,__ h(y)ly[-2b/y*)(Jt--2y,yj/lyl2),
a,(y)--,=1 h(Y)a(Y*)(**j--2y,y/IYI)(*--2yy/IyI2).

Here 3,- 1 if i--] and 3,--0 if i]. For K>__0, letP be an elliptic operator
in R such that P=P’ in E and P=--z/+KZ in R\E with X being the
characteristic function of the set {1/2R<IxI<I/R). Let
( 4 ) H+(P, R) {v e Ho(R) Pv 0 and v> 0 in R},
( 5 ) H+(P, 9, {0})= {u e Ho(9) u is continuous on 9\{0} and

vanishes on {Ixl=R}, Pu=O and u>0 in/2}
be Fr6chet spaces equipped with the metrics induced by L-norms on com-
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pact subsets of R and/2, respectively. Then we have
Theorem 1. Suppose $ha$ (P, t) is subcri$ical. Then (P, R) is sub-

critical for some K; and for such a P $here exists bi]ec$ion T from
H/(P, tO, {0}) o H/(P, R) which is linear, order-preserving, and continu-
ous. Furthermore, there exists CI such that for any u in H/(P,
and y with lyI)2/R
( 6 ) (u/g)(y*)(Tu)(y)C(u/g)(y*).

Remark 1o Conversely, supposing that (P, R) is subcritical, we can
obtain an analogous result.

Remark 2. Combining Theorem 1 and the results in [3] we can obtain
several interesting results concerning isolated positive singularities.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. (P, R) is subcriical for some K.
Proof. We see that if there exists a positive solution to Pu=O in R

for some K, then (P/, R) is subcritical (cf. [1] and [3]). Therefore we
have only to show that for some K the equation Pu 0 in R has a positive
solution. Suppose the contrary. Since the smallest real eigenvalue of the
Dirichlet realization of P on L({I x lm}) must be negative for sufficiently
large m (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1, pp. 29 and 39 in [1]) and depends
continuously on m, we obtain that for any ]-0, 1, there exist R and

u such that R- R0 R. .,
ueH((Ixl<R}), Pu---O and u>0 in

and u(x)= 1 for a fixed point x with R-lxlR0. By the Harnack ine-
quality u converges as 2"-+c to a positive solution u of P’u--O in D----
{R-lxllim R}. Since u are subsolutions of the equation Pv=O in
(IxlRo}, they are uniformly bounded in the ball. Elementary calculations
together with the L--L estimate (see [Thorme 5.1, 8]) then show that
u(x)-O in {1/2R<III/R} as ]--c. By Thorme 7.3 in [8], u vanishes
continuously on {Ixl=l/R}. Since (P, 2) is subcritical, (P’, D) is also sub-
critical. Thus, with G being the Green’s function associated with the
Dirichlet problem for P’ in D, we obtain that u(.)G(., x) in D for any
0. Hence u-O in D, which is a contradiction. Q.E.D.

Since (P’, E) is subcritical, we see that for any ] 1/R and v in
H/(P, R) there exists a unique solution w of the Dirichlet problem

P’w=O in {1/R<lxl<]},
w=u on {Ixl=l/R}, w=0 on

and that Bv---lim w exists. Suggested by Nakai [4], we introduce an
operator //defined by" IIv--v--Bv. Then we have

Lemma 2. I1 is an isomorphism from H/(P, R) onto he Frdche$

space H/(P’, E, (c}) of all positive solutions o P’w-O in E vanishing con-
tinuously on E. Furthermore, there exists a positive constant C’I such
tha for any v in H/(P, R)

C’vHvv in
Proof. Since (P, R) is subcritical, there is no non-trivial solution to
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P:v--O in R which is equal to Bv-Bv. in E for some v and v belonging
to H/(P:, R’) 2 (0}. From this it follows that Tlv>O in E and//is injective.
Let us show the surjectivity of //. Let G=lim G, where G is the
Green’s function associated with the Dirichlet problem for P in
For any u in H/(P’, E, (oo}), define v by

v(x)= U(x)-[ G(x, y)P:U(y)dy,
JR

where U(x) u(x) in E and U(x) 0 on Rn\E. Then we see that -PU is
a measure with support in {Ixl=l/R} whose total measure is finite. There-
fore v belongs to H/(P, Rn) and llv=u. This proves the surjectivity. The
last half of the lemma is easily shown by the Harnack inequality and the
maximum principle. Q.E.D.

Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. From Lemmas i and 2 we
get Theorem I by putting T=ll-IK. Q.E.D.
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